CdTe x Se 1-x, with its several advantages over the conventional CdZnTe (CZT) material, offers potential as a roomtemperature radiation detector. Its main advantage is the near-unity segregation coefficient of Se in the CdTe matrix that results in higher compositional homogeneity of the grown ingot. In this paper, we discussed the growth of CdTeSe crystals by various techniques, such as the Traveling Heater method and the Vertical Bridgman technique. We analyzed the different defects in the grown ingots, including Te inclusions/precipitations, sub-grain boundaries and dislocation networks, and studied their effects on the materials' charge-transport characteristics. Our experimental findings demonstrated several advantages of CdTeSe over CZT, in addition to the near-unity segregation coefficient of Se, including lower concentrations of Te-inclusions/precipitations and sub-grain boundaries and a higher degree of uniformity. Our findings on its charge-transport characteristics also are very encouraging.
INTRODUCTION
The ternary compound CdTe x Se 1-x (CTS) can be considered as a good choice for use in room-temperature nuclearradiation detectors and for substrate applications for IR detectors and night vision. In contrast to CdZnTe (CZT), the basic material properties of CTS offer several distinct advantages that govern the characteristics of charge transport, and hence, the device's performance. The main advantage is the near-unity segregation coefficient (~0.98) 1, 2 of Se in CdTe matrix, which ensures better axial-and radial-compositional uniformity compared to CdZnTe that is due to the high segregation coefficient of Zn (~1.35) 3 in the CdTe matrix. This near-unity segregation coefficient also affords us the possibility of scaling-up larger ingots without compromising the macroscopic compositional uniformity and carries the prospect for drastically reducing the costs of production compared to those of present-day CZT. The decrease in the electron-effective mass with increasing Se in the CdTe matrix 4 holds promise for higher electron-mobility, and hence, a higher mobility-lifetime product (μτ) for CTS compared to CdTe/CZT. Another of its major advantages is the effective solid solution hardening due to Se 1, 5 in arresting the formation of sub-grain boundaries and their networks in the CdTe matrix compared to Zn, which is a significant advantage for CTS over CZT and results in obtaining CTS ingots free from sub-grain boundary networks 1, 5 . The presence of a high density of sub-grain boundary networks in CZT is responsible for degrading the detector's response, and also accounts for non-uniformity in spatial charge-transport 6 . The high density of secondary phases (Te inclusions/precipitations) is a long-standing problem of CZT, and severely degrades its charge-transport properties, and hence, the detector's response 7 . Recently, we observed a five-to eightfold-
reduction in the average concentration of the secondary phases compared to that in typical CZT presently available 8 .
Thus, from the standpoint of compositional homogeneity, the sub-grain boundary network, and the concentration of secondary phases that are the three major drawbacks in CZT, CTS is far superior. In 1994, at the early stage of CZT development, CTS was reported to have better μτ and higher efficiency in charge collection compared to CZT 9 . In this paper, we revisited CTS considering, in principal, its potential as nuclear-detector material.
EXPERIMENTAL
We grew several CTS crystals by the traveling heater method (THM) and by the vertical Bridgman technique with compositions of 5%, 7%, and 10% Se concentrations. For THM growth, the growth temperature near the growth interface used was 850 0 C with translation rate of ~3 mm/day; all the crystals were grown from a Te-rich solution. For
Bridgman growth, the translation rate we used was 3 cm/day. The starting material was 6N purity CdSe and CdTe, respectively procured from Azelis Electronics and 5N Plus, Inc.; we further purified them by sublimation. All our crystals were grown in conically tipped graphite-coated quartz ampoules with a 22-mm inner diameter. After completion of the growth, the ingots were cooled to room temperature at a rate of ~8 0 C/hr. The ingots were removed easily from the quartz ampoules; they did not stick to the ampoules due to the presence of a protective graphite layer. The ingots then were cut by a diamond-impregnated programmable wire saw into wafers of various sizes for different characterizations.
The cut crystals were lapped and polished to a mirror-finish surface with final polishing on a felt pad using a 0.05-μm sized alumina suspension. We evaluated the size distribution and concentration of secondary phases by automated IR transmission microscopy. The defect structure in the materials was characterized by white beam X-ray topography in the reflection mode using the NSLS facility at BNL's X19C beam line. High-resolution X-ray fluorescence measurements were carried out at NSLS facility at BNL's X27A beam line to qualitatively evaluate the compositional homogeneity of the samples. I-V measurements were carried out at room temperature for estimation of the resistivity of the samples. The charge-transport characteristics were evaluated by plotting charge collection versus applied bias across the samples' thickness. All the electrical measurements on the CTS samples were undertaken using electro-less deposited gold contacts. The wafer cut perpendicular to the ingot (shown in Fig. 1 ) from near the last-to-freeze section is shown in Fig. 2a . It is evident that the wafer is single crystalline with the presence of twins. Figure 2b is the X-ray diffraction topographic picture of the corresponding wafer. It reveals the wafer's single crystalline nature, and contains only one distinct subgrain boundary that is indicated by the arrow. A high degree of lattice distortion was observed within the circle 1 as shown in Fig. 2b . This region of high stress might be due to the reaction of the quartz ampoule with the material possibly due to the perforation of the graphite coating. The region near the termination of the major sub-grain boundary, indicated by circle 2, also is highly stressed. In general, the curvature of the twins in the X-ray topographic image indicates slight lattice distortion over the entire wafer and possibly is due to thermal stress generated during the post-growth cooling cycle. Our overall observation is that the thermal stresses are much smaller for THM-grown ingots than for the Bridgman-grown ones that might be due to the lower growth temperature of the former growth technique. However, we believe that by optimizing the post-growth cooling cycle, we also can minimize thermal stress in the Bridgman-grown Figure 2c shows the IR transmission image of the whole wafer shown in Fig. 2a , depicting the presence of the secondary phases. We note that there was no decoration of the twin boundaries by the secondary phases, signifying that the twin boundaries are coherent and possibly do not have any deleterious effect on charge transport. We evaluated the size distribution and concentration for our CTS ingots by automated IR transmission microscopic study. ' . Fluorescence mapping revealed very high compositional uniformity throughout the ingots both axially and radially.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effective segregation coefficient of Se for our Bridgman-grown CTS ingots was ≈1.
The resistivity obtained for our THM-grown samples ranged from 5x10 8 ohm-cm to 4-5x10 9 ohm-cm. We achieved very high μτ value in the range of 10 -3 to 10 -2 cm 2 /V. The alpha and gamma responses also were observed for our THMgrown CTS samples at room temperature. Presently, we are optimizing the doping concentration to increase their resistivity. The comparison for CZT and CTS with those from the literature and our values are summarized in Table 1 . 
SUMMARY
We grew several CTS ingots by the vertical Bridgman technique and THM, and obtained very high compositional uniformity throughout the ingot both in the axial and radial directions. The effective segregation coefficient for Se was ≈1. The samples contain few sub-grain boundaries and are almost free from sub-grain boundary networks. The average concentration of the secondary phases was 8-10 times lower than that in commercial CZT. As far as compositional homogeneity, the sub-grain boundary networks, and the concentration of the secondary phases is concerned, CTS is highly promising compared to the present CZT material. The highest resistivity we obtained so far was 4-5x10 9 ohm-cm with reasonably high μτ value in the range of 10 -3 to 10 -2 cm 2 /V.
